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The Supreme Court rejected the use of patent law to enforce conditional sales contracts in Impression Products v. Lexmark. The case appears to be just another step in the Supreme Court’s ongoing campaign to reset the Federal Circuit’s patent law jurisprudence. However, the decision casts a shadow on cases from all federal circuits that have enforced software licenses for more than 20 years and potentially imperils the business models on which software developers rely to create innovative products and to bring those products to market in a variety of useful ways. For over two decades, we could say that the license is the product—software provides the functionality but the license provides what can be done with the software. Impression Products now raises a critical question for the software industry: is the license still the product? This Article answers that question by assessing the impact of the Impression Products case on software licensing. Fortunately, the case does not disrupt licenses used to develop products and leaves adequate room for innovative distribution licensing. Although the Supreme Court shut the door on enforcing end-user licenses using patent law, it left the door wide open for enforcing licenses using contract law. By linking the patent exhaustion and copyright first sale doctrines, the Supreme Court also seemed to shut the door on using copyright law to enforce end-user licenses. Although that linkage is accurate, the statutory scope of the copyright first sale doctrine differs from common law patent exhaustion, suggesting that end-user licenses still can be enforced using copyright law. To clarify this, however, Congress should amend the Copyright Act to explicitly recognize that end-user licenses are not copyright first sales. As Congress and the courts begin to address software licensing in the aftermath of Impression Products, one guiding principle seems clear—both
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software developers and users will be better served if the license is still the product.
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INTRODUCTION

Software developers rely on license agreements in a multitude of ways. They use licenses to collaborate and share intellectual property during the software development process. They also use licenses to bring software products to market in a variety of useful ways. As software users, we encounter end-user licenses (often called “EULAs”) on a regular basis. In the days when users acquired boxes of software loaded on floppy disks, these licenses were known as “shrink-wrap” licenses. As software firms began delivering software pre-installed on computers or downloaded from the Internet, the licenses were called “click-wrap” licenses. Now, software often is delivered as a service via a website with a license known as a “browse-wrap” license, or simply “terms of use.” The names have changed but the concept remains the same: even though software provides the functionality, the license provides what can be done with the software. In other words, the license is the product.

Software developers may love licenses, but many people love to hate licenses, especially EULAs. Criticisms of EULAs take many forms. Some focus on contract formation issues, arguing that EULAs are unenforceable contracts of adhesion. Others argue that EULAs should be preempted by federal intellectual property laws. Some focus on contract formation issues, arguing that EULAs are unenforceable contracts of adhesion. Others argue that EULAs should be preempted by federal intellectual property laws. Some focus on contract formation issues, arguing that EULAs are unenforceable contracts of adhesion. Others argue that EULAs should be preempted by federal intellectual property laws. Some focus on contract formation issues, arguing that EULAs are unenforceable contracts of adhesion. Others argue that EULAs should be preempted by federal intellectual property laws. Some focus on contract formation issues, arguing that EULAs are unenforceable contracts of adhesion. Others argue that EULAs should be preempted by federal intellectual property laws. Some focus on contract formation issues, arguing that EULAs are unenforceable contracts of adhesion. Others argue that EULAs should be preempted by federal intellectual property laws.

1. A license is a permission and, in software industry parlance, a license agreement is a contract that describes the terms and conditions of the permission. See infra Part II.
2. So-called because the user manifests assent to the license contract by tearing open the box’s plastic wrapper.
3. So-called because the user manifests assent to the license contract by clicking on an “I agree” button before the software runs or downloads.
4. So-called because the user manifests assent to the license contract by continuing to view or browse the website.
5. See Mark A. Lemley, Terms of Use, 91 MINN. L. REV. 459, 460 (2006). Some software developers deploy both EULAs and terms of use. See MDY Indus. v. Blizzard Entm’t, 629 F.3d 928, 935 (9th Cir. 2010) (EULA for game software and terms of use for gaming service).
8. The criticisms of EULAs are addressed in Part II, infra.
9. Although many commentators raise concerns that EULAs are contracts of adhesion that harm consumers, most EULA litigation is business versus business rather than business versus consumer, so there is less concern about consumer protection. See Lemley, supra note 5, at 462–63; Guy A. Rub, Copyright Survives: Rethinking the Copyright-Contract Conflict, 103 VA. L. REV. 1141, 1200–02 (2017); see, e.g., Register.com, Inc. v. Verio, Inc., 356 F.3d 393 (2d Cir. 2004) (discussed by Professor Lemley, supra note 5, at 464, as illustrative of his point about EULA cases involving...
property laws. Still others contend that EULAs are “first sales” under copyright law and therefore any restrictions on usage or re-distribution may be ignored.\(^{10}\) For more than two decades,\(^{11}\) however, state and federal courts have rejected these challenges, supporting the continuing widespread use of EULAs in the software industry.\(^{12}\)

The software industry is not alone in utilizing end-user licensing. Firms in the so-called copyright industries that provide music, motion pictures, books, journals, and newspapers also use EULA-based business models.\(^{13}\) Firms that sell patented hard goods do so as well, licensing products such as seeds\(^ {14}\) and printer cartridges.\(^ {15}\) The end-user licenses for patented products are referred to as conditional sales contracts rather than EULAs, reflecting a focus on the sale of the hard good rather than the rights in the underlying patent.\(^ {16}\)

Judicial acceptance of conditional sales contracts for patented products has largely paralleled judicial acceptance of EULAs for software. So long as these contracts respect the normal rules of contract formation and avoid antitrust and patent-misuse issues, courts enforce them. The Federal Circuit’s decision in Mallinckrodt, Inc. v. Medipart, Inc. provides a good illustration.\(^ {17}\) Mallinckrodt sold nebulizer equipment to hospitals labeled “Single Use Only.”\(^ {18}\) When hospitals contracted with a service company, Medipart, to refurbish the nebulizers, the

businesses). Moreover, software users are “unforgiving of companies that try to license software on unreasonable terms, and the Internet has given them a powerful tool to express their views,” often causing software vendors to change course. Gomulkiewicz, supra note 6, at 898; see also AARON PERZANOWSKI & JASON SCHULTZ, THE END OF OWNERSHIP 2–4 (2016) (recounting stories of objectionable EULA practices but also noting that vendors often back off following negative publicity).

11. The first federal appellate court decision to enforce EULAs was ProCD, Inc. v. Zeidenberg, 86 F.3d 1447, 1453 (7th Cir. 1996) (“In the end, the terms of the license are conceptually identical to the contents of the package.”). For a district court case predating the ProCD decision, see Ariz. Retail Sys., Inc. v. Software Link, Inc., 831 F. Supp. 759, 763–64 (D. Ariz. 1993). Another important EULA case is Specht v. Netscape Corp., 306 F.3d 17 (2d Cir. 2002). The opinion in Specht was written by Justice Sotomayor when she was a circuit court judge.

12. See infra Part III; see also Gomulkiewicz, supra note 7, at 688 n.7 (summarizing the cases that have ruled on the enforceability of EULAs).
17. Id. at 709; see also Keurig, Inc. v. Sturm Foods, Inc., 732 F.3d 1370, 1372–75 (Fed. Cir. 2013) (single-serve coffee brewing systems).
18. Mallinckrodt, Inc., 976 F.2d at 702.
Federal Circuit ruled that Medipart was liable for patent infringement for ignoring the condition on use.\textsuperscript{19}  

The U.S. Supreme Court has decided three conditional sales cases for patented products in recent years,\textsuperscript{20} but \textit{Impression Products, Inc. v. Lexmark International, Inc.} presents a watershed moment for software licensing. In \textit{Impression Products}, the Court ruled that the patent exhaustion doctrine prevents Lexmark from using patent law to enforce a condition in its sales contracts for inkjet printer cartridges. In doing so, the Court noted the strong link\textsuperscript{21} between the patent exhaustion doctrine and the copyright first sale doctrine.\textsuperscript{22}  

Software is protected primarily by copyright.\textsuperscript{23} Consequently, \textit{Impression Products} suggests that software license agreements may suffer the same fate as Lexmark’s conditional sales contracts, imperiling the business models that software developers rely on to create and distribute their products. Perhaps the Supreme Court’s decision in \textit{Impression Products} is just another small step in its larger effort to reset the Federal Circuit’s patent jurisprudence, but by linking patent and copyright law, the case casts a shadow on copyright licensing precedents across all 13 federal circuits. The case raises a critical question for software developers: is the license still the product?  

This Article answers that question by proceeding as follows: Part I explains the importance of licensing to all forms of innovation in the software industry and, in particular, the role that EULAs play in business-model innovation. Part II reviews the various challenges raised to the enforceability of EULAs and the judicial response to those challenges, including arguments based on contract law and the first sale doctrine. Part III begins the analysis of \textit{Impression Products} by first examining the key conditional sales cases that led up to it. With that background in mind, Part IV closely examines the Court’s \textit{Impression Products} opinion.  

Part V begins to apply the lessons learned from \textit{Impression Products} to software licensing. It shows how the case does not disrupt upstream software development licensing models and leaves adequate room for distribution licensing. It highlights how the Court’s opinion normalizes EULAs as contracts and thus eases concerns about contract-law-based challenges to EULAs. Part V also explores the adequacy of contract remedies in EULA cases. It then explains that despite the Court’s emphatic rejection of patent remedies for conditional sales contracts and the link between the patent and copyright exhaustion doctrines, the Court has left the door ajar for using copyright remedies to enforce EULAs. This is

\begin{itemize}
    \item \textsuperscript{19} Id. at 709. \textit{Impression Products} overturned \textit{Mallinckrodt v. Medipart}, as discussed in Part IV, \textit{infra}.
    \item \textsuperscript{20} \textit{Impression Prods.}, 137 S. Ct. 1523; \textit{Bowman v. Monsanto Co.}, 569 U.S. 278 (2013); \textit{Quanta Comput., Inc. v. LG Elecs., Inc.}, 553 U.S. 617 (2008).
    \item \textsuperscript{21} \textit{Impression Prods.}, 137 S. Ct. at 1536.
    \item \textsuperscript{22} The copyright first sale doctrine is copyright’s exhaustion doctrine. See 17 U.S.C. § 109 (2012).
    \item \textsuperscript{23} \textit{See Robert W. Gomulkiewicz, SOFTWARE LAW AND ITS APPLICATION} 13–14 (2014); \textit{see also infra} Part II.
\end{itemize}
because the Copyright Act’s first sale doctrine provides a more limited defense to infringement than patent exhaustion does under common law.

Part VI explores potential amendments to the Copyright Act that would clarify the first sale doctrine’s relationship to licenses. Part VII addresses several practical implications of Impression Products for lawyers who advise software developers and draft EULAs. Finally, Part VIII looks to the future—even if Impression Products presents challenges for today’s software products, what about tomorrow’s software products? It explains that, as the focus of software products shifts from floppy disks to embedded software and software as a service, the significance of Impression Products will vary widely. Ultimately, both software developers and users will be better served if the license is still the product.

I. SOFTWARE TRANSACTION MODELS: EXPLORING THE OPTIONS

Software does many things. Software entertains us, providing experiences as diverse as Candy Crush and Call of Duty. It improves our personal productivity, allowing us to create, calculate, and communicate faster and more efficiently than ever. Software also improves productivity in all sectors of the economy. Indeed, it is hard to imagine any part of our modern world where software does not (or will not) play an influential role.24 Before we know it, software will make driving an automobile truly “auto” and guide human beings to Mars.25

Reflecting the multi-dimensional nature of software, legal protection for software comes in several forms. Copyright law provides the primary source of legal protection for software. Copyright law protects software in its human-readable source code form,26 in its machine-readable object code form,27 and the visual displays that end users see and interact with.28 Trade secret law can also protect software source code.29 Patent law can protect software inventions,


27. Id.


although the contours of patent protection for software remain a work in progress.\textsuperscript{30}

While we marvel at the transformative power of software, we often do not appreciate the importance of the business models that make software successful in the marketplace.\textsuperscript{31} The history of the software industry contains many cautionary tales of great software technology that faded away because its developers failed to adopt successful ways to bring it to market (that’s why you search with Google rather than AltaVista or Lycos).\textsuperscript{32} As software developers contemplate the best business model for their technology, they have many options. This Part explores these options showing, ultimately, why licensing has become the predominant transaction model in the software industry.

\textbf{A. Choosing a Transaction Model: Assignment of Rights and Public-Domain Dedications}

One potential transaction model is an assignment of rights.\textsuperscript{33} In this model, software developers convey the ownership of their intellectual property rights to a third party.\textsuperscript{34} This is a sale of the intellectual property rights themselves. The assignment-of-rights business model often works well for software developers who like to focus on software creation rather than software sales. An assignment of rights allows a software developer to create great software technology, transfer it to someone who has superior skill and resources in monetizing software, and move on to the next exciting software-development project with money in hand.

A software developer may also choose to dedicate software to the public domain.\textsuperscript{35} Like an assignment of rights, a public-domain dedication transfers all intellectual property rights. But, rather than transferring the rights to a third party, a public-domain dedication transfers rights to the public at large. Some people put their software into the public domain for altruistic reasons. However, others put their software into the public domain as part of a business strategy, using it as a loss leader or publicity device to sell other products or services.\textsuperscript{36}

\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{34} RAYMOND T. NIMMER & JEFF C. DODD, MODERN LICENSING § 5:3 (Westlaw, Dec. 2017); Barefoot Architect, Inc. v. Bunge, 632 F.3d 822, 831 (3d Cir. 2011).
\textsuperscript{35} See GOMULKIEWICZ, NGUYEN & CONWAY, supra note 33, at 20.
\textsuperscript{36} Id.
B. Choosing a Transaction Model: Copyright First Sale

Alternatively, software developers may decide to sell copies of the software. This is known as a first sale under the Copyright Act. The virtue of the first sale business model lies in its simplicity. There is no need for an elaborate written contract—the customer simply pays the sale price to acquire a copy of the software. Books, newspapers, and magazines are normally sold using a first sale business model.

The “sale” nomenclature sometimes creates confusion. A first sale does not sell the underlying intellectual property rights. Indeed, the buyer purchases a discrete, limited permission—namely, the permission to use and re-distribute a single copy of the software. A first sale does not allow the user to make or distribute additional copies or create derivative works, which are a key part of many software transaction models.

C. Choosing a Transaction Model: Licensing

Even though assignments of rights, public-domain dedications, and first sales can be attractive options, licensing has emerged as the dominant transaction model for software because it enables both technological innovation and business-model innovation. To understand this, this Section explains briefly how licenses

---

38. See GOMULKIEWICZ, NGUYEN & CONWAY, supra note 33, at 18–19.
39. Id. at 18.
41. Section 117 of the Copyright Act allows the owner of a software copy to make any copies (e.g., copies made in random-access memory) or modifications that are an essential step in utilizing the software in the normal course and to make an archival copy. 17 U.S.C. § 117 (2012).

[E]very person who shall build any new and ingenious device in this City, not previously made in our Commonwealth, shall give notice of it to the office of our General Welfare Board . . . . It being forbidden to every other person in any of our territories and towns to make any further device conforming with and similar to said one, without the consent and license of the author, for the term of 10 years.

Id. (emphasis added).
are used to build software products, create customer solutions, distribute software, and enable software end use.44

1. Licenses to Build Products

Licensing is a legal tool used by software developers to build innovative products. The basic personal computer (“PC”) provides a good illustration. A PC runs operating-system software, such as GNU/Linux or Microsoft Windows. Although many see the “open source” GNU/Linux software and the “binary use” Microsoft Windows software45 as opposites in many respects,46 they share one important feature: they are developed using an array of licenses.47

If the PC is running Windows software, then the user is running software created by dozens of programmers who are not employed by Microsoft. Windows software includes many lines of code written by third parties, small and large.48 It also includes inventions that are covered by third-party patents and depends upon third-party information, including trade secrets. Licensing is the primary legal tool that Microsoft uses to include third-party technology in its Windows software.49 The operating system may be called Microsoft Windows, but it is a more innovative product than Microsoft could create alone because of the third-party technology included via licensing.50

If the PC is running the GNU/Linux operating system, then licensing has also played a key role in the operating system’s creation. Linus Torvalds is known as the author of the Linux kernel, yet Torvalds did not write most of the code that comprises Linux today. Linux is the product of hundreds of programmers51 who combine their work.52 From a legal perspective, Linux was created by hundreds of licenses exchanged between the contributors to the Linux project. Further, Linux is only part of the operating system (the kernel). The Linux kernel is combined with

45. See Robert W. Gomulkiewicz, General Public License 3.0: Hacking the Free Software Movement’s Constitution, 42 HOU. L. REV. 1015, 1019–21 (2005) (explaining the difference between binary-use and open-source software).
49. See GOMULKIEWICZ, NGUYEN & CONWAY, supra note 33, at 397.
50. See Xuan-Thao Nguyen & Jeffery A. Maine, Acquiring Innovation, 57 AM. U. L. REV. 775, 776–92 (2008) (describing how technology companies, such as Microsoft and Sun Microsystems, improve their products by acquiring third-party technology).
GNU software from the Free Software Foundation (hence “GNU/Linux”) and other third-party code via licensing to create a complete operating system.

2. Licenses to Create Customer Solutions

After a technology product is built, the producer often wants to maximize the way that it interacts with other technologies so that the product is useful to end users. For example, a PC may have a central processing unit produced by Dell; a pointing device developed by Logitech; a microprocessor designed by AMD and fabricated by NEC; a keyboard manufactured by IBM; speakers by Bose; and software written by Microsoft, Mozilla, Apache, and Adobe. It may also connect to the Internet with technology created using standards by IETF and W3C, and telephony provided by AT&T. For the PC to work as a useful customer system, these entities had to share technology, information, or intellectual property. Licensing is the method that allows this sharing to occur.

3. Licenses to Distribute Products

One feature of the information economy is the innovative ways that information product distributors get products to market. Continuing with the PC example, PC software developers distribute their products through Value Added Resellers (“VARs”), Original Equipment Manufacturers (“OEMs”), distributors (e.g., Ingram), and retailers (e.g., Wal-Mart, Best Buy). Software is also distributed electronically via email attachments, chat rooms, websites, social-media platforms, and bulletin boards. Licensing is the legal tool that enables these diverse distribution practices.

56. See Why Everything is Hackable, ECONOMIST, Apr. 8, 2017, at 69–70.
57. See Disney Enters Inc. v. VidAngel, Inc., 869 F.3d 878 (9th Cir. 2017) (describing multiple distribution channels for video content, including distribution on disks, through cable channels, and via streaming services).
4. Licenses to Use Products

Software publishers began using EULAs as the personal-computer revolution unfolded. Software licensing existed before that time, but software was not a mass-market product and the use of standard form contracts was unnecessary. End-user licensing provides a means for PC software developers to offer users various information products at various price points for various uses. Software publishers come in all shapes and sizes and with a multitude of objectives. Universities, non-profit organizations, individuals, groups, and firms all develop and license software to end users using EULAs. Free and open-source software again provides a powerful example. Because of open-source licensing, software users have the freedom to add new features and fix bugs and the legal ability to hire others to do the same. End-user licensing also provides a means for software developers to offer packages of software and services; flexible client-server computing-usage models; the same code to business users at one price, home users for a lower price, academic users for yet a lower price, and charitable organizations for free; and the right to make multiple copies for multiple devices.

II. CHALLENGES TO EULAS

A. State Contract-Law Challenges

Although software developers appreciate the value of EULAs, others do not. Some criticize EULA contract formation and fairness, arguing that the contract-formation process is flawed; that the “take it or leave it” process is unfair; that the “pay first, terms come later” sequence is problematic; and that it...
is too easy to hide terms. Courts have turned aside these challenges unless the software developer failed to give the user a reasonable opportunity to review the license agreement or the user did not meaningfully manifest assent. In other words, judicial construction of EULAs has gone about the same way as other standard-form contract cases: terms are construed against the drafter, unconscionable terms are not enforced, specifically negotiated terms win out over terms in the form, and users are not excused because they chose not to read the contract.

B. Federal Preemption Challenges

Another set of challenges to EULAs focuses on federal preemption. EULAs sit at the often turbulent intersection of state contract law and federal intellectual property law. Some argue that EULAs cannot be enforced because federal intellectual property law supersedes enforcement of state contract law.


68. See generally Jean Braucher, Amended Article 2 and the Decision to Trust the Courts: The Case Against Enforcing Delayed Mass-Market License Terms, Especially for Software, 2004 Wis. L. Rev. 753.


For copyrighted works such as software, preemption issues can arise under either § 301 of the Copyright Act or the Supremacy Clause of the U.S. Constitution.\textsuperscript{73} However, courts have concluded that contract law does not involve the same rights as copyright law and, for the most part, courts have rejected challenges to EULAs on this basis.\textsuperscript{74}

C. Copyright First Sale Challenges

The Supreme Court articulated the first sale doctrine in 1908 in \textit{Bobbs-Merrill v. Straus}.\textsuperscript{75} According to the Court, a copyright holder’s exclusive right to distribute copies ends for any given copy after the owner’s sale of that copy.\textsuperscript{76} Congress codified the first sale doctrine in § 109(a) of the Copyright Act. The modern first sale doctrine allows the “owner of a particular copy” to sell or dispose of the copy without the copyright holder’s permission.\textsuperscript{77}

The first sale doctrine only applies to owners of copies; it does not apply to a person who possesses a copy without owning it, such as a licensee.\textsuperscript{78} A licensee only has permission to use or distribute a copy as provided in the license agreement. Thus, it is critical to ascertain whether the software developer has sold or licensed its software. The issue arises in various contexts in the software industry, three of which are useful to highlight.

Some cases arise in what I call the unbundling context. Some software developers distribute packages or suites of software at a discount compared to the price of the individual components. Sometimes a party in the chain of distribution unbundles the software packages to sell the components separately, hoping to


\textsuperscript{74} See, e.g., Utopia Provider Sys. Inc. v. Pro-Med Clinical Sys., LLC, 596 F.3d 1313, 1326–27 (11th Cir. 2010); Blizzard Entm’t v. Jung, 422 F.3d 630, 638–39 (8th Cir. 2008); Altera Corp. v. Clear Logic, Inc., 424 F.3d 1079, 1089 (9th Cir. 2005); Bowers v. Baystate Techs., Inc., 320 F.3d 1317, 1323 (Fed. Cir. 2002); ProCD v. Zeidenberg, 86 F.3d 1447, 1454–55 (7th Cir. 1996); Nat’l Car Rental, Inc. v. Comput. Assocs., Inc., 991 F.2d 426, 430–35 (8th Cir. 1993); see also Vault Corp. v. Quaid Software Ltd., 847 F.2d 255, 268–70 (5th Cir. 1988) (ruling that a state law which dictated EULA contract terms conflicted with § 117 of the Copyright Act). See generally Rub, supra note 9 (observing that most courts have followed the ProCD case’s approach to preemption).

\textsuperscript{75} 210 U.S. 339 (1908).

\textsuperscript{76} Id. at 350–51.


\textsuperscript{78} Cf. Quality King Distrib., Inc. v. L’anaza Research Int’l, Inc., 523 U.S. 135, 146–47 (1998) (“[T]he first sale doctrine would not provide a defense to a §602(a) action against any non-owner such as a bailee, a licensee, a consignee, or one whose possession of the copy was unlawful.”).
profit from the higher prices that can be charged for the individual components. Software developers use license contracts to prevent this unbundling. 79

A second context deals with limitations placed on software use. A common example is discounted software licensed only for academic use or software provided at no charge for evaluation purposes. 80 Another common example is software licensed at one price for business use and at a lower price for personal use. 81

A third context concerns EULA restrictions imposed on end-user re-distribution of the software. These restrictions are often placed on high-priced software (EULAs for consumer-oriented mass-market software products often allow re-distribution so long as the original user does not keep a copy). For example, in Vernor v. Autodesk, Inc., the Ninth Circuit upheld a limit on distribution contained in the EULA for Autodesk’s AutoCAD computer-aided design software that retails for around $1,600. 82

As the prior illustrations highlight, determining whether a given transaction is a license or a first sale is critical in the software business. If a software user can claim the benefits of the first sale doctrine, then the user can ignore EULA restrictions on use or re-distribution. In practice, this determination is difficult to make—not every transaction that a software developer labels as a license should qualify as such, and some transactions that do not mention the word license still should be treated as licenses under the law.

Considering this difficulty, the Ninth Circuit developed a test for distinguishing between licenses and first sale transactions. 83 The court in Vernor v. Autodesk held that “a software user is a licensee rather than the owner of a copy where the copyright owner: (1) specifies that the user is granted a license; (2) significantly restricts the user’s ability to transfer the software; and (3) imposes notable use restrictions.” 84 The court used this test to determine that the EULA for Autodesk was a license, and in two additional cases decided by the same panel, 85 ruled that one transaction was a license 86 and another was a first sale. 87

---

81. See, e.g., ProCD, Inc. v. Zeindenberg, 86 F.3d 1447 (7th Cir. 1996).
82. Vernor v. Autodesk, Inc., 621 F.3d 1102, 1111–12 (9th Cir. 2010).
83. Id. at 1111.
84. Id.
85. The three judges deciding the Vernor, MDY Industries, and UMG Recordings cases were William C. Canby, Jr., Consuelo M. Callahan, and Sandra S. Ikuta.
86. MDY Indus. v. Blizzard Entm’t, 629 F.3d 928, 938 (9th Cir. 2010) (EULA for World of Warcraft software and service).
D. The Many Facets of Copyright First Sales

Before turning to Impression Products, it is useful to highlight the many facets of copyright’s first sale doctrine to understand the Court’s decision about patent exhaustion and its ramifications. Part II explained that a first sale, as a type of transaction, is akin to a limited license because the user receives limited use and re-distribution rights. As such, a first sale is useful as a transaction model in some contexts but not in many others. A first sale can also be characterized as a user “privilege” along the lines of copyright “fair use,” which balances user rights against the exclusive rights granted to authors in the Copyright Act. In practice, however, the first sale doctrine has another facet: it is a defense to a claim of copyright infringement. As such, it directly affects the remedies that a copyright holder can recover for breach of a EULA—if the transaction is a first sale, then there is no infringement for using and re-distributing a copy and no copyright remedies are available.

III. PRELUDE TO IMPRESSION PRODUCTS v. LEXMARK

A. Early Supreme Court Cases

Long before the term software became a household word, the Supreme Court had been considering applying patent exhaustion to conditional sales contracts for patented products. Like a copyright first sale, patent exhaustion ends the intellectual property holder’s right to control use and resale of a product. Also, like the copyright first sale doctrine, the patent exhaustion doctrine originated in the common law but, unlike the first sale doctrine, patent exhaustion has never been codified in the U.S. patent statutes.

The Supreme Court’s modern patent exhaustion jurisprudence dates back to the World War II era. In 1938, the Court decided General Talking Pictures Corp. v. Western Electric Co. In General Talking Pictures, a patentee licensed a company to manufacture and sell amplifiers for noncommercial use only. A commercial end user purchased the amplifiers from the distributor knowing that its

87. UMG Recordings v. Augusto, 628 F.3d 1175, 1180 (9th Cir. 2010) (“evaluation only” music CD).
purchase was unlicensed. The Supreme Court ruled that the amplifiers were sold outside the scope of the license and allowed the patentee to sue both the licensee and its customer.

Four years after *General Talking Pictures*, the Supreme Court decided *United States v. Univis Lens Co.* In that case, a maker of eyeglass lenses authorized an agent to sell its lenses to wholesalers and retailers on the condition that they sell the lenses at fixed prices. The U.S. government sued the Univis Lens Company for violating antitrust law. In its defense, Univis Lens argued that its conditional sales contracts were justified by its right to exclude use and sale under patent law. However, the Court rejected that argument, ruling that the initial sales to the wholesalers and retailers “relinquished...the patent monopoly with respect to the article[s] sold.”

**B. Federal Circuit’s Conditional Sales Cases**

Univis Lens closed the book on the Supreme Court’s consideration of the patent exhaustion doctrine until 2008. However, the patent exhaustion doctrine continued to evolve in the Federal Circuit Court of Appeals. Congress created the Federal Circuit in 1982 to unify appellate jurisdiction of patent law cases. In doing so, Congress hoped to improve innovation by giving patentees a uniform body of judicial interpretations decided by judges with patent law expertise. Since that time, the Federal Circuit has been a vigorous developer of patent law.

The Federal Circuit’s foundational patent exhaustion case was *Mallinckrodt, Inc. v. Medipart, Inc.* In that case, a manufacturer of medical devices licensed the rights to use a patented product to a wholesaler. The wholesaler, in turn, sold the product to a retailer without paying the royalty mandated by the license agreement. The Federal Circuit held that the patentee could sue the retailer for patent infringement because the wholesaler’s sale of the product broke the patent monopoly with respect to that product.
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equipment, Mallinckrodt, sold nebulizers labeled as “Single Use Only” to hospitals. When hospitals contracted with a service company, Medipart, to refurbish the equipment for reuse, Mallinckrodt sued Medipart for patent infringement and inducement to infringe. Relying on General Talking Pictures, the Federal Circuit ruled that patent exhaustion occurs when the patentee makes an unconditional sale. By placing an express restriction on reuse, the patent holder could create a restricted license rather than an unconditional sale.

The Federal Circuit elaborated upon Mallinckrodt in B. Braun Medical, Inc. v. Abbott Laboratories. In B. Braun Medical, Inc., the Federal Circuit ruled that an unconditional sale of a patented device exhausts the patentee’s right to control the purchaser’s use of the device but that this exhaustion doctrine does not apply to an expressly conditional sale or license. In such a transaction, it is more reasonable to infer that the parties negotiated a price that reflects only the value of the “use” rights conferred by the patentee.

A decade after Mallinckrodt, the Federal Circuit revisited patent exhaustion in a different context. Monsanto Co. v. Scruggs dealt with a licensing model for genetically modified seeds. Monsanto licensed its biotechnology for “Roundup Ready” seeds to seed-distribution companies that then licensed the seeds to end-user growers. This technology allows growers to use the pesticide “Roundup” for weed control without killing the genetically modified plants. Monsanto’s license allowed the seed distributors to incorporate Monsanto technology into the distributors’ germ plasma, subject to certain conditions, including a condition that the seed distributors would not sell seed to growers unless the grower signed a Monsanto end-user license agreement.

Scruggs, a grower, argued that he was not bound by the license conditions under the doctrine of patent exhaustion. However, the court found no patent
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exhaustion, reasoning that “[t]here was no unrestricted sale because the use of the seeds by seed growers was conditioned on obtaining a license from Monsanto.”\(^{113}\) Moreover, as to the second generation of seeds, there was no “sale” by Monsanto (or the seed distributor for that matter), and therefore no “first sale” under patent law.\(^{114}\)

Shortly after the Scruggs decision, the Federal Circuit again took up patent exhaustion in *Quanta Computer v. LG Electronics*.\(^{115}\) In *Quanta Computer*, LG licensed certain computer systems patents to Intel.\(^{116}\) LG’s license with Intel contained a provision prohibiting use of LG’s patents with non-Intel devices\(^{117}\) and requiring Intel to notify its customers of this prohibition.\(^{118}\) Intel sold chipsets covered by LG’s patents to Quanta Computer and provided the required notification.\(^{119}\)

When Quanta used Intel chipsets with non-Intel devices and failed to obtain the appropriate patent rights from LG, LG sued for patent infringement. Quanta argued that LG’s patent rights were exhausted because Quanta bought the chipsets from Intel in an unconditional sale.\(^{120}\) The Federal Circuit disagreed, holding that because Intel was limited by its license with LG as to how Intel could pass on patent rights to Intel’s chipsets, and because it provided notice to Quanta of this limitation, the sale was conditional.\(^{121}\) Because the sale was conditional, LG’s patent rights were not exhausted.\(^{122}\)

C. The Supreme Court Returns to Patent Exhaustion

At this juncture, the Supreme Court took *Quanta Computer* and reentered the patent exhaustion debate as part of its campaign to reset the Federal Circuit’s patent jurisprudence.\(^{123}\) The U.S. Solicitor General and several amicus briefs urged the Court to use *Quanta Computer* as a vehicle to overturn all *Mallinckrodt*-related jurisprudence.\(^{124}\) The Court reversed the Federal Circuit in a unanimous opinion
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written by Justice Thomas, but did not overrule, criticize, or even mention Mallinckrodt. ¹²⁵

The Court cited General Talking Pictures v. Western Electric Co. ¹²⁶ for the proposition that exhaustion does not apply where a sale is unauthorized. However, the Court found that Intel’s sale was authorized, citing “the structure of the Intel-LG transaction.” ¹²⁷ Justice Thomas pointed specifically to language in the Intel-LG license that granted Intel broad rights to make, use, sell (directly or indirectly), offer to sell, import, or otherwise dispose of products, free from LG’s patent claims. The license agreement also purported not to “in any way limit or alter the effect of patent exhaustion that would otherwise apply.” ¹²⁸

The Court acknowledged that the parties had agreed in a separate license that Intel would notify Intel’s customers that they were not licensed to practice LG’s patents in Intel/non-Intel combinations (and had given that notice to Quanta), but found that “Intel’s authority to sell its products embodying the LGE Patents was not conditioned on the notice or on Quanta’s decision to abide by LGE’s directions in that notice.” ¹²⁹ If anything, the Court indicated, LG might have a claim for breach of contract, but because LG had not pled a contract claim, the Court did not address it. ¹³⁰

The Quanta Computer ruling did not come as a surprise. ¹³¹ It fit neatly into the Court’s pattern of correcting the Federal Circuit’s direction for patent law. ¹³² Most saw Quanta Computer as just one more Supreme Court admonishment of the Federal Circuit for over-extending the rights of patent holders.

One notable exception to this Federal Circuit reset, however, involved the patent exhaustion doctrine. In Bowman v. Monsanto Co., the Supreme Court considered the question of patent exhaustion in the context of Monsanto’s sale of patented Roundup Ready soybean seeds just as the Federal Circuit had done in Scruggs. ¹³³ Monsanto’s license agreement for the seeds only permitted their use in
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¹³¹. Indeed, both the increase in the number of patent cases decided by the Supreme Court in the past decade and the reversal rate of Federal Circuit decisions are truly eye popping. See John F. Duffy, Presentation at Center for Advanced Study and Research on Innovation Policy, University of Washington School of Law: U.S. Supreme Court and Biosimilar Litigation (July 10, 2017) (documenting the pattern of Supreme Court reversals of the Federal Circuit) (on file with author).
one (and only one) growing season.\textsuperscript{134} When Mr. Bowman violated the license, Monsanto sued him for patent infringement. Bowman raised the defense of patent exhaustion but the District Court and Federal Circuit rejected Bowman’s defense.\textsuperscript{135} And, surprisingly, the Supreme Court unanimously affirmed the Federal Circuit.\textsuperscript{136}

In one sense, \textit{Bowman} involved a condition on the use of a patented product much like the conditional sale in \textit{Makinckrodt}.\textsuperscript{137} However, in substance, \textit{Bowman} touched on the “make” right rather than the “use” right in patent law, because Mr. Bowman harvested and planted seeds grown from the licensed seeds. In other words, Mr. Bowman made new seeds from the old seeds. As such, patent exhaustion did not apply because it pertains to the use and sale of an item, and not the making of a new item. As the Court put it, “exhaustion applies only to the item sold, not to reproductions.”\textsuperscript{138}

\textbf{D. A Copyright First Sale Interjection}

Amidst the Supreme Court’s focus on patent law cases, the Court also decided an important copyright first sale issue: whether the sale of copyrighted works made overseas qualifies as a first sale under U.S. copyright law.\textsuperscript{139} Academic textbook publisher John Wiley & Sons licensed its wholly owned Asian subsidiary to print and distribute textbooks for the Asian market.\textsuperscript{140} Wiley Asia’s books contained a notice stating that they were not to be taken (without permission) into the United States.\textsuperscript{141} Supap Kirtsaeng moved from Thailand to the United States to study mathematics.\textsuperscript{142} He asked friends and family to buy foreign-edition English-language Wiley Asia textbooks in Thai book shops where they sold at low prices and to mail them to him in the United States. He then resold the books. John Wiley & Sons sued Mr. Kirtsaeng for copyright infringement, and Mr. Kirtsaeng raised copyright first sale as a defense.\textsuperscript{143}

The Court sided with Mr. Kirtsaeng. Justice Breyer’s opinion for the Court engages in a thorough analysis of § 109(a) of the Copyright Act in the context of foreign sales of copyrighted works. The Court held that the first sale doctrine applies to all copies legally made and sold anywhere in the world, not just in the United States.\textsuperscript{144} Thus, wherever an authorized copy of a copyrighted work is first sold, it can be resold in the United States without obtaining additional
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permission from the copyright holder. The Court concluded that Mr. Kirtsaeng’s defense was supported by § 109(a)’s “language, its context, and the common-law history of the ‘first sale’ doctrine.”145

IV. A CLOSE LOOK AT IMPRESSION PRODUCTS V. LEXMARK

We now turn to the Supreme Court’s decision in Impression Products, Inc. v. Lexmark International, Inc.146 The case centered on Lexmark’s business model for selling its patented toner cartridges for laser printers.147 When a cartridge runs out of toner, it can either be refilled or replaced with a new one. Lexmark will gladly sell a new toner cartridge, but other companies, known as remanufacturers, buy up empty cartridges, refill them with toner, and sell them at a price lower than the price charged by Lexmark for a new one. To compete with the remanufacturers, Lexmark sells cartridges using a business model that encourages customers to return empty cartridges.148 Lexmark offers two options: a full priced “no strings attached” option or a 20% discount through Lexmark’s Return Program.149 To participate in the Return Program, the customer signs a contract agreeing to use the cartridge only once and to refrain from transferring it to anyone except Lexmark.150

Undeterred by the contractual arrangements in Lexmark’s Return Program, Impression Products acquired, refilled, and sold cartridges that Lexmark customers had purchased via the Return Program.151 Lexmark responded by suing Impression Products (and several other remanufacturers) for patent infringement. In defense, Impression Products argued that Lexmark’s patents had been exhausted when Lexmark sold the toner cartridges to its customers.152 When the case reached the Federal Circuit, the en banc court rejected the patent exhaustion defense, citing its Mallinckrodt v. Medipart line of cases.153

The Supreme Court took the case to address two questions: (1) “whether a patentee that sells an item under an express restriction on the purchaser’s right to reuse or resell the product may enforce that restriction through an infringement lawsuit”; and (2) “whether a patentee exhausts its patent rights by selling its product outside the United States, where American patent laws do not apply.”154 Chief Justice Roberts’s opinion for the Court reversed the Federal Circuit 8–0 on
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the first question and 7–1 on the second question, with only Justice Ginsberg dissenting (largely based on her dissent in *Kirtsaeng v. John Wiley & Sons*). And this time—unlike in *Quanta Computer*—the Court specifically addressed the Federal Circuit’s *Mallinckrodt* line of cases.

As to the first question, the Court concluded that Lexmark had exhausted its patent rights in the printer cartridges the moment it sold them. “The single use/no-resale restrictions in Lexmark’s contracts with customers may have been clear and enforceable under contract law,” according to the Court, “but they did not entitle Lexmark to retain patent rights in an item that it has elected to sell.” The Court called the exhaustion of patent rights “uniform and automatic,” operating “regardless of any post-sale restrictions the patentee purports to impose” either directly with a customer or indirectly through an upstream license. The Court asserted that its views on patent exhaustion were well-settled, citing its 1918 decision in *Boston Store of Chicago v. American Graphophone* and its 1942 *Univis Lens* decision. With a slight tone of indignation, the Court stated that "if there were any lingering doubt," *Quanta Computer* had “settled the matter.”

Critical to the Court’s ruling is the distinction between a tangible item and an intangible invention. When a customer buys a product, the customer owns that physical item as personal property with all the benefits that come with property ownership. Although patent law gives a patentee the right to exclude others from making, using, or selling an invention, it does not alter the underlying ownership equation for the product that embodies the invention. When the patentee sells an item covered by a patent, the patent exhaustion doctrine automatically lifts the patent’s power to exclude use or sale of the item because, at that point, the patent holder has received the reward from the invention provided by patent law.

The Court highlighted its policy rationale: the historical hostility to restraints on alienation of chattels. The Court called these restraints “hateful” and “obnoxious to the public interest,” and observed that “the inconvenience and annoyance to the public that an opposite conclusion would occasion” would be “too obvious to require illustration.” The Court worried that extending patent
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rights beyond first sale “would clog the channels of commerce, with little benefit from the extra control that the patentees retain,” with advances in the complexity of technology and supply chains likely to magnify the problem.\textsuperscript{163}

The Court also criticized the approach to patent exhaustion that the Federal Circuit had employed in \textit{Mallinckrodt} and its progeny. According to the Court, the Federal Circuit’s misstep resulted from focusing too much on the Patent Act’s right to exclude as a presumption that could be altered by contract.\textsuperscript{164} This, the Court ruled, was a misstep because the exhaustion doctrine is not a presumption about the authority that comes along with a sale; it is instead a limit on the scope of the patentee’s rights.\textsuperscript{165} In other words, once the patentee decides to sell a product unit, \textit{all} of the patentee’s use and sale rights are exhausted for that product unit, not just the rights the patentee might wish to exhaust.\textsuperscript{166}

At this point, the Court paused to address an inconvenient precedent: \textit{General Talking Pictures}, a case relied on heavily by the Federal Circuit in \textit{Mallinckrodt}. Not surprisingly, the Court distinguished the case as involving “a fundamentally different situation.”\textsuperscript{167} Recall that the transaction in \textit{General Talking Pictures} involved three parties: the patentee, a licensee, and an end-user customer.\textsuperscript{168} The license agreement prohibited the licensee from selling products to certain types of customers.\textsuperscript{169} When the licensee sold to those customers, the Court permitted the patentee to sue both the licensee and the customer for patent infringement.\textsuperscript{170}

To be sure, the factual setting for Lexmark’s suit was fundamentally different than General Talking Pictures’s suit: Lexmark sued a third-party remanufacturer who acquired a product from one of Lexmark’s customers, whereas General Talking Pictures sued a customer of its manufacturer/distributor licensee. But the Court did not highlight or rely on this factual distinction. Instead, the Court justified the patent infringement suit against the customer in \textit{General Talking Pictures} because the customer knew about the breach of the license and thus had “participated in the licensee’s infringement.”\textsuperscript{171} According to the Court, “\textit{General Talking Pictures}, then, stands for the modest principle that, if a patentee has not given authority for a licensee to make a sale, that sale cannot exhaust the patentee’s rights.”\textsuperscript{172}
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After reversing the Federal Circuit on the first question, the Court went on to reverse the Federal Circuit on the second question as well, ruling that once a product is sold anywhere in the world, the patent rights are exhausted for that unit. This ruling unified the Court’s approach to patent exhaustion with its approach to copyright first sales as articulated in *Kirtsaeng v. John Wiley & Sons*. In so doing, the Court relied on the “historic kinship” between patent and copyright law and the “strong identity” between patent exhaustion and copyright first sales. Treating patent exhaustion and copyright first sales differently, according to the Court, would “make little theoretical or practical sense,” especially in a world where many products are covered by both patents and copyrights.

The Court’s linkage of copyright first sales and patent exhaustion means that *Impression Products* is not simply another small skirmish in the Supreme Court’s ongoing battle with the Federal Circuit over the direction of patent law. Instead, the case affects copyright first sale precedents from all 13 circuit courts. And critically, it impacts the business models used by the software industry. We now turn to the potential impact of *Impression Products* on the software industry, looking at the ramifications for each part of the software-licensing landscape described in Part I.

V. APPLYING IMPRESSION PRODUCTS TO THE SOFTWARE LICENSING LANDSCAPE

As described in Part I, software licenses can be fit into four basic categories: (1) to build products; (2) to create customer solutions; (3) to distribute products; and (4) to enable end use. Categories 1 and 2 are often referred to as “upstream” licenses and categories 3 and 4 as “downstream” licenses. How does *Impression Products* affect these licenses?

A. Upstream Licenses

The Supreme Court’s decision in *Impression Products* will have little or no effect on upstream licenses for several reasons.

First, most upstream licenses require grants of rights that are more expansive than a copyright first sale allows. A copyright first sale only allows use and re-distribution of a single copy. However, upstream licenses typically involve rights to create derivative works and to make and distribute multiple copies. For example, when Microsoft incorporates third-party code into its Windows operating system or when the Linux Foundation incorporates contributor code into the Linux kernel, Microsoft and the Linux Foundation need the rights to modify, reproduce, and distribute multiple copies of the underlying third-party code and any derivative works. Moreover, *Bowman v. Monsanto* suggests that transactions focused on
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making copies will not be swept into the patent exhaustion doctrine and, by extension, presumably will not be treated as copyright first sales either.

Second, upstream licensing focuses more on copyrights than copies. In other words, software developers use upstream licenses to exchange whatever collection of intellectual property rights are needed to successfully build a particular piece of software technology. To the extent the parties exchange copies at all, it is only to kick-start the overall collaboration and to exercise the licensed intellectual property rights. Upstream licenses enable software development so that that each party can build products that it will provide to customers downstream.

**B. Downstream Licenses**

The impact of *Impression Products* on downstream licenses is far greater than its impact on upstream licenses. Thus, this Section will discuss both licenses to distribute and licenses to enable use.

1. Licenses to Distribute Software

As explained in Part I, software developers use a variety of methods to distribute their software. In the early days of the software industry, software developers distributed their software either in boxes via the retail distribution channel or preinstalled on computers via the OEM channel. Retail distribution involves several stages. After the software developer writes the software code, the software developer provides a master disk to a software manufacturer that copies the software on to diskettes and shrink-wraps them into boxes. The manufacturer ships the boxes to software distributors that, in turn, ship the boxes to retail stores for sale to end users. OEM distribution operates like retail distribution, with a few variations. The software developer provides a master disk to the OEM and the OEM installs the software on its PCs. The PCs are then sold either directly by the OEM or through its distribution network to retail stores for sale to end users.

However, these days, software developers distribute their software in a wide variety of other ways including through email, on websites, in chat rooms,
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and via social-media platforms.\textsuperscript{184} In these distribution channels, sometimes a copy of software is distributed or downloaded, but other times the software is streamed as a service over the Internet with no copy retained by the end user. In software-as-service distribution models, because no copy is in play, there is no copy that gets the benefit of the first sale doctrine.\textsuperscript{185} But when a copy is in play, how does \textit{Impression Products} relate to these distribution models, new and old? The answer depends on a careful parsing of \textit{Impression Products}, particularly the Court’s discussion of \textit{General Talking Pictures}.

In \textit{General Talking Pictures}, a patent holder had licensed a distributor to sell the patentee’s amplifiers only to noncommercial end users. When the distributor violated the license by selling amplifiers to commercial end users, the patentee sued the distributor and end user for patent infringement and won.\textsuperscript{186} In its analysis of \textit{General Talking Pictures}, the Court in \textit{Impression Products} described the transaction between the patentee and the distributor as a license rather than a first sale.\textsuperscript{187} As such, according to the Court, the distributor violated a license condition rather than a condition on a product sale, which resulted in a successful patent infringement suit for the patentee rather than a successful first sale defense for the distributor.\textsuperscript{188}

The impact of \textit{Impression Products} for licenses to distribute software perhaps depends on the structure of the distribution transaction. The Court seems to acknowledge that businesses can structure transactions as licenses to distribute products rather than sales of products.\textsuperscript{189} As the Court put it, “a license . . . is about changing the contours of the patentee’s monopoly[,] . . . expanding the club of authorized producers and sellers.”\textsuperscript{190} To best fit the Court’s paradigm, the parties should signal as clearly as possible in their contract documents that the transaction is indeed a distribution license rather than a sales contract. In addition, to the extent the license involves both copying and distributing software, the transaction moves even farther from a first sale along the lines of the Court’s rejection of a
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first sale defense in *Bowman v. Monsanto*, where the infringer both used and copied the patented product.\(^{191}\)

2. **Licenses to Enable Use**

So far, we have seen that *Impression Products* leaves the software industry’s upstream licenses intact and leaves room for its licenses to distribute products. But can the same be said for its impact on EULAs? Chief Justice Roberts’s opinion seems to slam the door on any conditions purportedly placed on end-user sales.\(^{192}\) A transaction with an end user, it seems, is a first sale no matter what.\(^{193}\) Did the Court leave the door open even a crack for EULAs? We turn now to why the answer to that question could be “yes.”

**a. Enforcing EULAs Under Contract Law**

One of the most striking things about *Impression Products* is how strongly the Court points to contracts and contract remedies as the normal way to implement conditional sales. On five separate occasions, Chief Justice Roberts’s opinion mentions that conditions on end-user purchasers are a matter of contractual arrangements and contract remedies.\(^{194}\) While this may not seem particularly groundbreaking, it is significant in the context of EULAs. Part II explained how many challenges to EULAs are based on contract law and, although courts have turned aside most of those challenges, the challenges continue to cast a shadow on the enforceability of EULAs.\(^{195}\) Consistent with the trend in the lower courts,\(^{196}\) *Impression Products* demonstrates the Court’s comfort with transactions that use contracts in tandem with intellectual property rights. To be sure, the Court did not rule on contract grounds,\(^{197}\) but it seems to be sending a strong positive


\(^{192}\) Notably, the Court’s approach in *Impression Products* differs from its approach in *Kimble v. Marvel Entertainment*. In *Kimble*, although the Court affirmed its *Brulotte* precedent on the unenforceability of post-expiration patent royalties, it seemed to endorse a variety of practical ways to contract around *Brulotte*. See 135 S. Ct. 2401, 2408 (2015).


\(^{194}\) *See Impression Prosds.*, 137 S. Ct. at 1530, 1531, 1533, 1535, 1537; *see also* Quanta Comput., Inc. v. LG Elecs., Inc., 553 U.S. 617, 637 n.7 (2008) (noting that LG Electronics might have a claim for breach of contract).


\(^{196}\) One of the most useful EULA cases is *Specht v. Netscape*, in which the opinion was written by Justice Sotomayor when she was a judge on the Second Circuit. That case demonstrates contracting practices that create enforceable contracts and those that do not. *See* Specht v. Netscape Corp., 306 F.3d 17 (2d Cir. 2002).

signal about the use of contracts in technology businesses. That signal should provide some comfort to software developers who rely on EULAs. Without this comfort, some software developers may turn to increased use of digital-rights-management technologies enforceable via the Digital Millennium Copyright Act.

Even though the Court’s comfort with contracts may be good news, the bad news is that the software developer will be suing its own customers because third parties, such as the remanufacturer in *Impression Products*, are not in contractual privity with the software developer. Most companies are reluctant to sue their customers and therefore look for ways to sue a third party. Fortunately, however, most EULA cases do not involve consumers but involve rival businesses violating EULAs for competitive business purposes. Additionally, in some instances, a software developer will be able to seek remedies against a third party for tortious interference with contract.

More bad news is that contract remedies are often less desirable than copyright or patent remedies because contract remedies consist primarily of

198. The same can be said for Justice Kagan’s opinion in *Bowman v. Monsanto*, which seemed very much at home with Monsanto’s seed-licensing model as a matter of contract practice.


201. See Lemley, supra note 5, at 459–62; Rub, supra note 9, at 1202.


203. However, contract remedies may be adequate in some cases. For example, even though injunctive relief may be the best remedy for breaches of open-source licenses, a specific-performance remedy may be equally useful for requiring attribution or releasing source code. See Farnsworth, supra note 70, at § 12.5; 12 Joseph M. Perillo, CORBIN ON CONTRACTS §§ 63.1–24 (Rev. ed. 2012); 25 Richard Lord, Williston on Contracts § 67 (4th ed. 2002); RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS §§ 357–69 (1981); Alan Schwartz, *The Case for Specific Performance*, 89 Yale L.J. 271 (1979). Ironically, at one
Compensatory damages while copyright and patent laws also provide for injunctive relief and statutory damages.\footnote{204} For example, the most useful remedy for a violation of a free and open-source software license may be a positive injunction to provide attribution or release derivative code.\footnote{205} As the court noted in Jacobsen v. Katzer, “these types of license restrictions might well be rendered meaningless absent the ability to enforce through injunctive relief.”\footnote{206} Consequently, a close look at Impression Products is necessary to see whether it leaves the door open for obtaining intellectual property-based remedies.\footnote{207}

b. Impression Products Leaves the Door Ajar

Despite the Court’s emphatic refusal to enforce conditions on transactions with end users through patent law, the Court’s opinion leaves the door ajar. The opening can be found where the Court discusses General Talking Pictures. Recall that the patentee in General Talking Pictures successfully sued both the distributor and the end user for breach of a license which had restricted distribution to noncommercial end users. In explaining the reason for allowing the customer to be sued for patent infringement in General Talking Pictures, the Court in Impression Products noted that the user “knew about the breach” of the license and, consequently, “participated in” the distributor-licensee’s infringement.\footnote{208} The Court treated the transaction as a non-sale for purposes of patent exhaustion because the sale was outside the scope of the distributor’s license. As the Court put it, “General Talking Pictures, then, stands for the modest principle that, if a time the open-source community insisted that open-source licenses were not contracts, although now that view largely has been put to rest. See Robert A. Hillman & Maureen A. O’Rourke, Rethinking Consideration in the Electronic Age, 61 Hastings L.J. 311, 326–31 (2009).

\footnote{204} See Jane C. Ginsburg, Copyright, Common Law, and Sui Generis Protection of Databases in the United States and Abroad, 66 U. Cin. L. Rev. 151, 167 (1997) (“Copyright remedies, featuring injunctive relief and its adjuncts such as seizure and destruction of infringing copies, are far stronger than contract remedies; for example, specific performance is a relative rarity.”).


\footnote{206} Jacobsen, 535 F.3d at 1376; see also Yamini Menon, Jacobsen Revisited: Conditions, Covenants, and the Future of Open Source Licensing, 6 Wash. J.L. Tech. & Arts 311 (2011).

\footnote{207} Another option is for software developers to rely increasingly on digital-rights-management technology. See Rub, supra note 9, at 1217–19.

patentee has not given authority for a licensee to make a sale, that sale cannot exhaust the patentee’s rights.”

The Court was quick to point out, however, that patentees cannot impose patent-enforced post-sale restrictions on products either directly or indirectly through one of its licensees. Nonetheless, if a software developer can inform third parties about the limited scope of the license with its distributor with a prominent warning or notice,

then perhaps any third party who learns about the scope of the license via the warning and ignores it cannot take advantage of the first sale defense. This is because the third party “knew about” and therefore “participated in” the distributor’s infringement. In other words, even though a software developer cannot get intellectual property-based remedies for breach of a condition in a EULA, it can get remedies for copyright infringement based on a third party’s knowing disregard of an upstream condition on the distributor’s license to distribute the developer’s software.

However, label warnings were not enough to overcome a first sale defense in Bobbs–Merrill or Kirtsaeng. This suggests that a patentee or copyright holder must provide strong proof that a third party knew or should have known about the limited nature of the distributor’s license. In other words, a clear and conspicuous warning describing the limited nature of the distributor’s license might work, but a single warning buried in a EULA would not suffice.

c. Interpreting the Copyright Code Rather than the Common Law

Another potential opening for recovering copyright-based remedies for breach of a EULA can be found in the Copyright Act. Impression Products notes the kinship and common purpose between the patent and copyright exhaustion doctrines. Indeed, this common purpose and kinship led the Court to rule that the sale of patented products abroad, like sales of copyrighted books overseas in Kirtsaeng, exhausted the right to use, sell, and import patented products anywhere in the world.

The congruence between patent and copyright first sales exists, as the Court notes, but only to a point: patent exhaustion is court-created common law but copyright exhaustion is Congress-codified statutory law. It is perfectly appropriate for the Supreme Court to develop the common law patent exhaustion doctrine by drawing on principles from a code like the Copyright Act—common law must come from somewhere, and the copyright first sale doctrine seems like a logical point of reference. However, the copyright first sale doctrine depends on

---

209. Impression Prods., 137 S. Ct. at 1535.
210. For example, a notice for academic-use-only software could look like this—NOTICE OF LICENSE LIMITATION: The distributor of this software is licensed by the copyright holder only for distribution to academic users. Because of this, if you are not an academic user, then you are not permitted to use the software and your use violates copyright law.
213. Impression Prods., 137 S. Ct. at 1535–36.
what Congress said in the Copyright Act. Thus, a court must assess the scope of the copyright first sale doctrine by interpreting Title 17 of the U.S. Code rather than tracing the development of the common law exhaustion doctrine from the seventeenth century as the Court did in Impression Products.214

Turning to the text of the Copyright Act, § 109(a) limits the copyright holder’s right to enforce the exclusive distribution right granted in § 106(3) against “the owner of a particular copy.” However, § 109(a) is itself limited by § 109(d): “The privileges prescribed by subsections (a) and (c) do not . . . extend to any person who has acquired possession of the copy . . . from the copyright owner by rental, lease, loan, or otherwise, without acquiring ownership of it.”215 To put it concisely, the first sale privilege applies to owners of a copy but not to anyone who has acquired a copy “otherwise.”216

The history of §109(a) supports the conclusion that only owners of copies are entitled to claim a first sale defense. To begin, the common-law predecessor of § 109(a)217 Bobbs–Merill Co. v. Straus, addressed a user-owned copy, and the Supreme Court noted that there was “no claim in this case of a . . . license agreement controlling the subsequent sales of the books.”218 Consistent with that, the House Report for § 109(a) says that it applies when a copyright holder “has transferred ownership of a particular copy.”219 The House Report for § 109(d)220 states that the section limits the first sale defense, set out in § 109(a), “by making clear that [it does] not apply to someone who merely possesses a copy . . . without

214. Id. at 1531–32. See generally O’Connor, supra note 93.
215. 17 U.S.C. § 109(d) (2012) (emphasis added). Note that the Copyright Act clearly allows copyright holders to utilize a variety of transaction models, including first sales but also including renting, leasing, bailment, consigning, licensing, and lending. See 17 U.S.C. § 109(b)(1)(a); 17 U.S.C. § 203 (referring to exclusive and nonexclusive grants of a transfer or license of a copyright or any right under a copyright); Quality King Dists., Inc. v. L’anza Research Int’l, Inc., 523 U.S. 135, 146–47 (1998) (referring to bailment, consignment, and licensing); see also 17 U.S.C. § 204 (2012)(referring to transferring ownership and licensing).
216. For comparison of a different legislative approach taken in Europe, see UsedSoft GmbH v. Oracle Int’l Corp., Case C-128/11, European Court of Justice (Grand Chamber) (July 3, 2012) (construing Articles 4(2) and 5(1) of Directive 2009/24/EC of the European Parliament which sets out the EU’s exhaustion rules for computer programs).
217. The first sale doctrine was originally codified at 17 U.S.C. § 41 (1909). When Congress enacted the 1976 Copyright Act, the statutory reference became § 109(a). See also 17 U.S.C. § 204 (referring to transferring ownership and licensing).
218. 210 U.S. 339, 350 (1908); see also 17 U.S.C. § 109(d) (“The privileges prescribed by subsections (a) and (c) do not, unless authorized by the copyright owner, extend to any person who has acquired possession of the copy or phonorecord from the copyright owner, by rental, lease, loan, or otherwise, without acquiring ownership of it.”); cf. Quality King Dists., Inc., 523 U.S. at 146–47 (“[T]he first sale doctrine would not provide a defense to a § 602(a) action against any non-owner such as a bailee, a licensee, a consignee, or one whose possession of the copy is unlawful.”).
220. The House Report refers to § 109 (c) but that section was renumbered 109(d) in the 1984 amendments to the Copyright Act. See Pub. L. 100-450, § 2(1).
having acquired ownership of it. Acquisition of an object embodying a copyrighted work by rental, lease, loan, or bailment carries with it no privilege to dispose of it under section 109(a) . . . .

To summarize, the Copyright Act gives a first sale privilege to anyone who owns a copy. However, it does not give a first sale privilege to anyone else: not to lessees, consignees, bailees, or anyone who acquires a copy otherwise. Thus, the Copyright Act does not give the first sale privilege to software end users who acquire a copy of software otherwise in a EULA transaction where they do not purchase title to a copy.

Scholars have criticized the notion that software developers can license copies as opposed to copyrights. However, the Copyright Act clearly allows copyright holders to rent, lease, bail, consign, and lend copies. It also indicates that these transaction models are not exclusive because it uses the catchall phrase “or otherwise.” Indeed, this flexibility is prescient. By leaving room for business model innovation, the Copyright Act has supported the innovative licensing practices such as those of the free and open-source software movement.

Sometimes recognizing the exhaustion of rights in a copy is good economic policy and consistent with copyright’s objectives, but not always. Other times, as Justice Kennedy reminded us in eBay v. MercExchange, we should bear in mind the economic impact of new ways to exploit intellectual property that “present conditions quite unlike earlier cases.”

221. H.R. REP. NO. 94-1476, at 80. The legislative history of § 117, a related provision that provides an essential-step defense for certain copies made by software users, suggests that, like § 109(a), the defense is only available to owners of copies rather than mere possessors. See Vernor v. Autodesk, Inc., 621 F.3d 1102, 1112 (9th Cir. 2010) (describing Congress’s last-minute replacement of the words rightful possessor with the word owner in the final version of the bill that was enacted into law).

222. See Duffy & Hynes, supra note 13, at 54 (noting the Supreme Court’s openness to leasing copies to avoid exhaustion).


225. Even ardent advocates of copyright ownership acknowledge that first sale and licensing business models have their distinct advantages. See PERZANOWSKI & SCHULTZ, supra note 9, at 5–6 (summarizing the advantages of licensing). According to Perzanowski and Schultz, “Today, we operate in a market that—for the most part—affords a choice between ownership and more conditional, impermanent access to digital and physical goods. These choices are neither right nor wrong . . . . There are things we gain and things we lose.” Id. at 6.

226. 547 U.S. 388, 396 (2006) (Kennedy, J., concurring). Justice Kennedy was talking about so-called patent trolls, but his point goes beyond patents and the licensing practices of patent trolls. Software licensing does not (in the words of the Court in Impression Products) “clog the channels of commerce” with “little extra benefit.” Software
d. Remedies Through a Better Lens: Contractual Covenants/License Conditions

As *Impression Products* highlights, a pivotal question in assessing intellectual property-related contracts is when intellectual property remedies should be available. To put that question squarely in the software context, when can a software developer sue an end user for copyright infringement for breach of a EULA? Commentators treat the license/first sale boundary as the critical fault line keeping intellectual property remedies in bounds. But, that puts undue pressure on the first sale doctrine, perhaps encouraging us to interpret it too broadly for fear that copyright holders will gain too much litigation power.227

We can relieve pressure on the first sale doctrine by using a better lens. Rather than focus on the line between a license and first sale, the focus should be on the difference between a EULA’s contractual covenants and its license conditions.228 Copyright remedies are only available for breach of a license condition in a EULA, not a mere contractual covenant.229 With this approach, a software developer gets all the contract-related benefits of its EULA but only gets the benefit of copyright remedies when there is a nexus between breach of a particular EULA term and an exclusive right granted by the Copyright Act.230

VI. CLARIFYING THE COPYRIGHT ACT’S FIRST SALE DOCTRINE THROUGH LEGISLATION

Part V’s discussion of § 109 illustrates that the Copyright Act could certainly benefit from more clarity about how end-user licensing fits together with the first sale doctrine. This Part outlines a series of clarifications. The time might be right from a political standpoint to codify these clarifications for several reasons. First, although many commentators initially were skeptical about the benefits of end-user licensing, its importance for business model innovation in the software industry is now better known and appreciated.231 Second, the potentially

---

229. *See* Sun Microsystems, Inc. v. Microsoft Corp., 188 F.3d 1115, 1122 (9th Cir. 1999).
231. *See* U.S. DEP’T COM., INTERNET POLICY TASK FORCE, COPYRIGHT POLICY, CREATIVITY, AND INNOVATION IN THE DIGITAL ECONOMY (2013); *see also* Perzanowski & Schultz, *supra* note 9, at 169 (stressing the benefits of copy ownership but noting that a
dire implications of *Impression Products* for copyright industries may bring those industries to the table,\textsuperscript{232} overcoming their fear that amending § 109 will inevitably lead to an expansion of the copyright first sale doctrine to include digital streaming (which most oppose).\textsuperscript{233}

My proposal would add two new provisions to the Copyright Act. The first would be an amendment to § 109(d) to specifically mention licenses. Among other benefits, this revision would clarify that free and open-source software licenses are not first sales under the distinction between licenses and first sales articulated by the Ninth Circuit in the *Vernor v. Autodesk* case.\textsuperscript{234} The amendment would read: “The privileges prescribed by subsections (a) and (c) do not . . . extend to any person who has acquired possession of the copy or phonorecord from the copyright owner by rental, lease, loan, license, or otherwise, without acquiring ownership of it.”

My proposal would also add new definitions to § 101 to more fully describe the set of possible transaction models that can be used for copyrighted works, such as software. It would clarify distinctions between first sales and assignments of rights and between first sales and licenses. The additional definitions would read:

An “assignment” is any transaction in which the copyright owner transfers the title to the copyright in a work of authorship.

A “first sale” is any transaction in which the copyright owner sells a copy of a work of authorship with no limits on the use or re-distribution of the copy.

A “license” is any transaction in which the copyright owner either:

(a) grants permission to exercise any of the rights granted in § 106, or

(b) limits the use or re-distribution of a copy of a work of authorship in an enforceable contract.\textsuperscript{235}

The new definition of *license* identifies it as a transaction model that is distinct from leases and first sales. In a license, the copyright holder provides a certain package of rights: sometimes more than a first sale would provide, sometimes less,


\textsuperscript{233}See U.S. DEP’T COM., INTERNET POLICY TASK FORCE, FIRST SALE, AND STATUTORY DAMAGES (2016).

\textsuperscript{234}See Gomulkiewicz, supra note 228, at 120–24 (highlighting the mismatch between the *Vernor* test and free and open-source software licensing).

\textsuperscript{235}Subsection (b) codifies a variation of the definition set forth in *Vernor v. Autodesk, Inc.*, 621 F.3d 1102, 1111 (9th Cir. 2010).
but often more rights in some ways and less in other ways. For example, an end-user license for word processing software might limit use and distribution to student users but allow the end user to make additional copies for up to three devices and create derivative works of clip art.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Use</th>
<th>Copies</th>
<th>Derivative Works</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>License</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unlimited</td>
<td>Unlimited</td>
<td>Unlimited</td>
<td>Unlimited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lease</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Sale</td>
<td>Unlimited</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Unlimited</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure:** Comparison of License, Lease, and First Sale Transactions

The new definitions, of course, assume that Congress accepts the value of licensing—including licensing copies—as consistent with the purposes of the Copyright Act. To be sure, many commentators will object. Among scholars, EULAs are the Rodney Dangerfield of transaction models—they get no respect. Objections to EULAs contributed to the limited adoption of the Uniform Computer Information Transactions Act (“UCITA”). But in the courts EULAs do get respect, with courts enforcing EULAs regularly for over two decades. It makes sense for Congress to put licenses on par with leases, consignments, and bailments for purposes of the first sale doctrine for several reasons.

First, licenses are a distinct and valuable transaction model that provides better flexibility for software developers and more choice for end users than other models (such as first sales). It took a while for this to come into focus, but that is

---

236. As the court put it in describing open-source software, “[o]pen source licensing has become a widely used method of creative collaboration that serves to advance the arts and sciences in a manner and at a pace that few could have imagined a few decades ago.” Jacobsen v. Katzer, 535 F.3d 1373, 1378 (Fed. Cir. 2008); cf. Wallace v. IBM Corp., 467 F.3d 1104 (7th Cir. 2006) (describing how free and open-source licensing advances competition-law policies).


238. See supra Section IIC (summarizing the benefits of EULAs for customers). I do not believe that business models utilizing EULAs are perfect by any means. The use of EULAs has downsides, of course, including the information costs associated with ascertaining license terms and the perils always associated with standard-form contracting practices. Indeed, I believe that using EULAs is not the best option in many situations and, infra, I urge practicing lawyers to assess judiciously whether a EULA is better than a first sale. However, the question is not whether EULAs are perfect; the question is whether software developers should be able to choose a EULA-based business model when and if it makes sense. See Perzanowski & Schultz, supra note 9, at 169 (pointing out the benefits of first sale transactions, but ultimately emphasizing the importance of meaningful choice in
not surprising because transaction models develop over time. Land provides a useful example. As the needs of land owners and land users evolved, transaction models developed to meet their needs—transactions for land now include sales, leases, easements, and licenses of various types. Software licensing has now arrived as a discrete and worthy transaction model, and now it makes sense for Congress to explicitly acknowledge that in § 109(d).

Second, the need for licensing is significantly more pronounced for software than for hard goods because of the nature of software products. Software’s usefulness varies from product to product and often involves nuanced permissions to use, copy, distribute, and create derivative works. This makes sense because software products are as much or more of a service than a good, so the transactions for software should resemble service contracts as much or more than sales contracts. Thus, software licenses do not present (as the Court in Impression Products suggested) “hateful” and “obnoxious” restraints on transaction models; see also Gomulkiewicz, supra note 7 (describing ways to improve EULAs).

239. See generally Jesse Dukenminier, Property § 3 (7th ed. 2010); Curtis J. Berger, Property: Land Ownership and Use § 3.2 (4th ed. 1997). The same is true of personal property, which has developed transactions to sell, rent, lease, bail, consign, and lend (among others), as reflected for example in the Uniform Commercial Code, Article 2 (sales of goods), 2A (leases of goods), and Article 9 (secured transactions). Indeed, the official recognition of new commercial practices through passage of the Uniform Commercial Code took a long time. See Raymond T. Nimmer, UCITA and the Continuing Evolution of Digital Licensing Law, COMPUTER & INTERNET L., Mar. 2004, at 10–11. Commentators note, however, that personal-property forms are more limited than real-property forms for a variety of reasons, including information costs. See Christina Mulligan, Personal Property Servitudes on the Internet of Things, 50 GA. L. REV. 1121, 1126–32 (2016).

240. See Apple Inc. v. Psystar Corp., 658 F.3d 1150, 1156 (9th Cir. 2011); ProCD, Inc. v. Zeidenberg, 86 F.3d 1447 (7th Cir. 1996).

241. As discussed supra, § 109(d) already includes licenses implicitly. Doing so explicitly will improve certainty of contracting. My proposed revisions to the Copyright Act would be part of the ongoing process of commercial law and intellectual property law attempting to catch up with each other. See, e.g., Xuan-Thao Nguyen, In the Name of Patent Stewardship: The Federal Circuit’s Overreach into Commercial Law, 67 FLA. L. REV. 127 (2015); Xuan-Thao Nguyen, Collateralizing Intellectual Property, 42 GA. L. REV. 1 (2007).

242. Commentators stress the concerns associated with the licensing of hard goods, particularly concerns related to consumer expectations and privacy. See, e.g., Stacy-Ann Elvy, Hybrid Transactions and the Internet of Things: Goods, Services, or Software?, 74 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 77 (2017); Mulligan, supra note 239.

243. Even though this Article focuses on software licensing, other copyright industries have or will experiment with licensing copies of their works. However, as discussed infra, the choice of licensing as a transaction model requires careful weighing of the pros and cons. And even if licensing seems attractive to the copyright holder, this approach may fail in the marketplace. See Duffy & Hynes, supra note 13, at 64 (describing the challenges Aspen faced with its connected casebook business model).

244. Think, for example, of Google’s search and map software and the Facebook’s social-network software.

245. See Duffy & Hynes, supra note 13, at 70.
Instead, they present appropriately fitting terms and conditions for products that are a hybrid of goods and services. Moreover, as a digital good, software is easy to copy and modify in contrast to most hard goods, which encourages users to make copies and derivative works that a first sale does not allow. Consequently, EULAs play an important instructional role for software end users. Indeed, to the extent the Supreme Court is concerned with encumbering commerce, it should avoid burdening hybrid goods/services products by limiting the available transaction options to those that were developed for sales of chattels.

Third, while the Supreme Court concluded in Impression Products that the commerce-clogging effect of conditional sales is not worth the extra control that patent remedies provide, the opposite is true for software. Software developers need the extra control because of the nature of software, as explained above. In contrast to sales of goods, end-user licensing of software is the expected—rather than the exceptional—transaction model. Thus, EULAs flow easily with software products throughout the digital economy, lubricating commerce rather than clogging it up.

Fourth, the Supreme Court pointed out that many modern products are subject to both copyright and patent protection, concluding it “would make little theoretical or practical sense” to have patent and copyright exhaustion doctrines that differ. However, as discussed previously, the different underpinnings of patent exhaustion (common law) and copyright first sale (statutory) require different approaches. But just as important, differing approaches do not present the practical challenges that the Court assumes. Software is often protected by copyright and patent law, as well as trademark and trade secret law. Consequently, in software litigation, courts routinely evaluate many types of intellectual property claims in


247. See Gomulkiewicz & Williamson, supra note 60, at 346–52.

248. See Nimmer et al., supra note 246; Brennan, supra note 246; Nimmer, supra note 246.

249. Impression Prods., 137 S. Ct. at 1532.

250. See Adobe Sys. Inc. v. Christenson, 809 F.3d 1071, 1078 (9th Cir. 2015) (noting that software licenses are “ubiquitous” and the “predominate form of the transfer of rights” in the software industry); Apple Inc. v. Psystar Corp., 658 F.3d 1150, 1156 (9th Cir. 2011).

251. See Impression Prods., 137 S. Ct. at 1532. Indeed, no one questions the ease of presenting and manifesting assent to EULAs; the main problem is how to get people to slow down to pay attention to them. See Aaron Perzanowski & Chris Jay Hoofnagle, What We Buy When We ‘Buy Now’, 165 U. Pa. L. Rev. 315 (2017).

252. See GOMULKIEWICZ, supra note 23, at 8.
For each type of intellectual property claim, courts carefully analyze the varying standards for scope of protection, purported infringing activity, and applicable defenses (such as different approaches to “fair use”). They also apply the differing remedy regimes for each type of intellectual property, adjusting remedies when needed to avoid unfair redundant recovery.

VII. Advising Software Industry Clients After Impression Products

Impression Products will undoubtedly cause lawyers who advise software developers to evaluate the continuing viability of their downstream licensing models. This Article provides some guidance on where changes may be needed. For example, lawyers should consider whether a clear and conspicuous warning is better than a wordy EULA to provide notice of upstream license conditions that could trigger a claim for copyright infringement.

This Part highlights two additional impacts for practicing lawyers to consider. First, Impression Products shows the importance of contract law remedies in software transactions. Often contract remedies will be the only remedies available. As such, lawyers need to make sure their clients are taking adequate measures to form an enforceable contract. Courts have provided the general template for an enforceable EULA: the software developer needs to provide a meaningful opportunity to review the terms and a meaningful way to manifest assent.

Even with the best legal counsel, however, clients sometimes push back on taking the measures necessary to form an enforceable contract. Occasionally the client nefariously wants to hide terms, but usually the client simply wants to use the EULA-devoted space to communicate other information to the customer or believes the contract formation process (paradoxically) is not “customer


256. See supra Section V.B.2.b.

257. See Duffy & Hynes, supra note 13, at 4 (“IP lawyers advising clients on commercial transactions must constantly ask whether, and to what extent, any IP rights will survive the contemplated transactions.”).


259. See, e.g., Adobe Sys. Inc. v. Christenson, 809 F.3d 1071, 1080 (9th Cir. 2015); Nguyen v. Barnes & Noble Inc., 763 F.3d 1171 (9th Cir. 2014).

260. See generally Braucher, supra note 68.
This phenomenon leads to a second impact of *Impression Products*: advising clients to use fewer EULAs.

*Impression Products* should motivate practicing lawyers to systematically assess the pros and cons of using a EULA at all. Lawyers should have been performing such an assessment all along, but even talented lawyers get caught up in a bandwagon of contracting practices. Lawyers who counsel software developers often uncritically recommend EULAs because it is customary; in other words, they do it just to be “safe.” But deploying EULAs comes at a cost to clients, and, in many cases, the cost of deploying a truly enforceable EULA is not worth the benefit. If a client wants the benefits of contract law remedies, then the client needs a contract that is enforceable. So if a client resists doing the things necessary to create an enforceable contract, then it’s simply not worth deploying a nonenforceable EULA. At the same time, lawyers should be re-motivated to explore creative contracting techniques that are both enforceable and user friendly or other creative commercial law alternatives to EULAs.

**VIII. LOOKING TO THE FUTURE: HOW MUCH DOES IMPRESSION PRODUCTS REALLY MATTER?**

As we look to the future of software technology, we see two significant trends: software as a service and software embedded in goods. One trend indicates that *Impression Products* does not matter much, while the other indicates that it matters very much. To the extent business models move toward software as a service, the first sale doctrine does not matter because the software developer is not providing copies in the transaction. To the extent business models move toward embedded software, the first sale doctrine comes squarely into play because the product always contains a copy of the software. Indeed, for software embedded in hard goods, the congruence between copyright and patent exhaustion articulated by the Supreme Court in *Impression Products* seems particularly strong.

However, the only safe thing that we can say about the future of business models in the software industry is that they will continue to evolve. Technology companies such as Amazon, Apple, Facebook, Google, and Microsoft constantly experiment with different mixes of goods and services. Do they provide
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services? Yes! Do they provide goods? Yes! Do they provide bundles of goods and services? Yes! The most important principle for the law post-Impression Products is that it enables, rather than impedes, business-model innovation. The precise question, then, is not whether “the license is the product”—sometimes it will be and sometimes it won’t—but whether the license can be the product when it makes sense for the innovative business models that software developers dream up to bring their technology to market.567

**CONCLUSION**

We live in an information economy in which licensing is the predominant transaction model. The software industry relies on licenses to develop innovative products and bring them to market in a variety of creative ways. As software users, we encounter licenses on a regular basis. For us, the license is the product—software provides the functionality but the license provides what can be done with the software. State and federal courts have enforced software licenses for more than two decades. However, after Impression Products the software industry now faces a critical question—is the license still the product?

Fortunately, the case does not disrupt licenses used to build products and create customer solutions and leaves adequate room for innovative distribution licensing. And while the Supreme Court shut the door on enforcing end-user licenses using patent law, it left the door open for using contract law to enforce them. The Supreme Court also seemed to shut the door on using copyright law to enforce end-user licenses by linking the patent and copyright exhaustion doctrines. However, a close examination of the Copyright Act reveals that a statutory copyright first sale differs from common law patent exhaustion, leaving the door ajar for enforcement of end-user licenses using copyright law. Nonetheless, it would be wise for Congress to amend the Copyright Act to clarify that end-user licenses are not first sales. As Congress and the courts begin to address software licensing in the aftermath of Impression Products, one guiding principle seems clear—both software developers and users will be better served if the license is still the product, enforceable under contract and copyright law.
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